
FIRST AUTONOMOUS DRONE
ATTACK ON HUMANS: LIBYA

FIRST "AI WAR": ISRAEL
IN GAZA

27 March 2020 – Libya launched an
autonomous weaponised drone attack
on Haftar Affiliated Forces
AI-guided drone identified and
possibly attacked human targets
without human input
Casualties or deaths connected with
the attack were not confirmed, but
these drones were said to be "highly
effective"

May 2021 – Israeli Defence Force
(IDF) used a swarm of AI-guided
drones and supercomputing to
comb through data and identify new
targets within the Gaza Strip

‘KAMIKAZE DRONES’ –
NAGORNO-KARABAKH

NEW ARMS RACE:
USA vs CHINA

November 2020 – loitering munitions,
so-called 'kamikaze drones', capable
of a high degree of autonomy, used
by Azerbaijan –once launched, they
fly to a defined target area, where
they "loiter," scanning for targets –
typically air defence systems – then
fly into it, destroying it on impact with
an onboard payload of explosives

China has set a goal to be globally
dominant in AI technology by 2030
US Defence Department budget –
$150 billion to accelerate AI
adoption
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There are serious doubts that fully autonomous weapons would be capable of
meeting international humanitarian law standards, including the rules of distinction,

proportionality, and military necessity, while they would threaten the fundamental
right to life and principle of human dignity.     

in the NEWS
WARFARE & DEFENCE

Tech advances like AI are changing the
face and the pace of warfare.

(Human Rights Watch)

(US defence secretary Lloyd Austin)

DEEPMIND'S AI TOOL
REVEALS LIFE'S
BUILDING BLOCKS 

December 2020 – Google's
DeepMind revealed AI tool –
 AlfphaFold – that predicts the
structure of proteins
15 July 2021 – published full
details of AI tool and released
source code to the public 
This tool could allow biologists
from around the world to
understand diseases better and
develop new drugs

SOCIAL MEDIA
ANALYSIS

AI USED TO 'RESURRECT'
DECEASED FIANCÉ

21 April - 4 May 2021: an AI-driven
study analysed thousands of tweets
from Pakistan in this
period and found that an
overwhelming number were positive
towards historic 'enemy' India
(machine learning tools were used
to identify tweets that expressed
kindness, empathy and solidarity)
AI tools can amplify positive
messages – improving relations
AI can also be misused to
manipulate and control a desired
narrative

A man used AI software – 'Project
December' – to create a chatbot that
mimicked his late fiancé
AI creators warn same technology
could be used to fuel mass
misinformation campaigns

‘AGING CLOCK’ USES AI
TO PREDICT IMMUNE
HEALTH, DISEASE ONSET

12 July 2021 – Researchers at
Stanford Medicine reveal new
biological 'clock' to identify patterns
and chronic inflammatory disease risk
and immune system well-being
This AI technology diagnoses life-
threatening illnesses years before
symptoms develop

We’re at the beginning of a
golden age of AI. Recent

advancements have already
led to invention that

previously lived in the realm
of science fiction – and
we’ve only scratched the

surface of what’s possible.

DISEASE & HEALTHCARE
AI will not replace doctors, but instead will

augment them, enabling physicians to
practice better medicine with greater

accuracy and increased efficiency
Benjamin Bell (Johns Hopkins Drug

Discovery Analyst)

W.H.O. REPORT ON
AI IN HEALTHCARE

28 June 2021 – W.H.O. issues
report: Ethics and governance of
artificial intelligence for health
6 guiding principles – to limit the
risks and maximise the
opportunities intrinsic to the use
of AI for health

Like all new technology, artificial intelligence holds enormous potential for
improving the health of millions of people around the world, but like all technology

it can also be misused and cause harm.     
(Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, WHO Director-General)

TECHNOLOGY & SOCIAL MEDIA

(Jeff Bezos, Amazon founder)

THE GROWING PROBLEM
OF 'DEEPFAKES'

Deepfakes – powerful machine
learning and AI techniques are used to
manipulate/generate visual and audio
content with a high potential to
deceive
According to Sensity which tracks
deepfake videos online, numbers have
been doubling every 6 months
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AI 'GODS'

Travis DeShazo – a lab technician – built a
bot trained to produce pseudo-biblical
verses
February 2021 – Anthony Levandowski, a
former Google engineer, closed his AI-
focused church Way of the Future (WOTF)
August 2020 – 'AI Jesus' debuted on
Twitter – trained in King James Version –
language was similar, but content far less
inspiring and far more cryptic

AI UNLOCKS ANCIENT
DEAD SEA SCROLLS
MYSTERY

April 2021 – Researchers say AI has
for the first time shown that two
scribes wrote the Great Isaiah Scroll
the scribes' ability to "mimic" the other
was so good that until now modern
scholars had not been able to
distinguish between them

RELIGION & GODA year spent in artificial intelligence is
enough to make one believe in God.

Alan Perlis (First recipient of the Turing Award –
 highest distinction in computer science)

ACCELERATING
BIBLE TRANSLATION

Sept 2020 – Wycliffe & partners
SIL and Deaf Bible
Society employ AI in helping
people engage with the
translated Scriptures
SIL’s linguists use AI to learn
languages quicker and complete
Bible translations faster

The big question to be faced is: how can an ethical dimension be built into an
algorithm that is itself devoid of heart, soul, and mind?     

(John C. Lennox, 2084: Artificial Intelligence, the Future of Humanity, and the God Question)
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